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SECTION I. ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

All Course
Masters/POIs
Including This
Lesson

Courses

Course
Number

Version Title Phase Status

None

POIs

POI Number Version Title Phase Status

None

Task(s)
Taught(*) or
Supported

Task Number Task Title Status

Individual

701L-COM-2201 (*) Employ the Army Ethic in Leadership Positions Approved

Reinforced
Task(s) Task Number Task Title Status

701L-COM-2101 Employ the Army Ethic Approved

Knowledge Knowledge Id Title Taught Required

None

Skill Skill Id Title Taught Required

None

Administrative/
Academic
Hours

The administrative/academic (50 min) hours required to teach this lesson are as follows:

Academic Resident Hours / Methods

Yes 0 hrs 10 mins Discussion (Small or Large Group)

________________________________________________________________________

Total Hours(50 min): 0 hrs 10 mins

Instructor
Action
Hours

The instructor action (60 min) hours required to teach this lesson are as follows:

Hours/Actions

0 hrs 10 mins Facilitate Discussion

________________________________________________________________________

Total Hours (60 min): 0 hrs 10 mins

Test Lesson(s) Hours Lesson Number Version Lesson Title

None

Prerequisite
Lesson(s) Hours Lesson Number Version Lesson Title

None

Training
Material
Classification

Security Level: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security Classification of: U - Unclassified.
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Foreign
Disclosure
Restrictions

FD1. This training product has been reviewed by the training developers in coordination with the Combined Arms
Center, Ft. Leavenworth foreign disclosure officer.  This training product can be used to instruct international military
students from all approved countries without restrictions.

References
Number Title Date

ADRP 1 The Army Profession 14 Jun 2015

Student Study
Assignment None

Instructor
Requirements None

Support
Personnel
Requirements

None

Additional
Support
Personnel
Requirements

Name
Student

Ratio Qty
Man

Hours

None

Equipment
Required
for Instruction

ID - Name Student
Ratio

Instructor
Ratio Spt Qty Exp

5836-01-445-1939 - Projector,
Multimedia Infocus
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

673000SCREENW - Screen,
Projection Wall/Ceiling Mount or
Portable
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

7010-01-458-2121 - Computer
System, Digital, Portable
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

7110-00-T81-1805 - DRY ERASE
BOARD
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

7520-01-352-7321 - Marker
Assortment, Tube Type, Dry Erase, 5
Colors, with Eraser
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

(Note: Asterisk before ID indicates a TADSS.)

Materials
Required Instructor Materials:

Lesson plan, and lesson slide deck.

Student Materials:

None

Classroom,
Training Area,
and Range
Requirements

ID - Name Quantity Student
Ratio

Setup
Mins

Cleanup
Mins

17120-M-1200-30
Classroom, Multipurpose, 1200 Square Feet, 30 Students
Remarks:

1:16 0 0

Ammunition
Requirements DODIC - Name Exp

Student
Ratio

Instruct
Ratio

Spt
Qty

None
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Instructional Guidance/
Conduct of Lesson NOTE:  Before presenting this lesson, instructors must thoroughly prepare by studying this

lesson and identified reference material.

Small group facilitation is one of the most effective delivery methods to enhance, reinforce and

effectively retain the concepts in this lesson plan. The material in this lesson plan is intended to

be integrated into other relevant topics within BOLC-B and WOBC. There is no separate,

programmed time dedicated to this lesson plan; instead, instructors should look for

opportunities to develop character, competence, and commitment in their Soldiers by bringing

out the ethical aspects of leadership actions and decisions in the Army. This lesson plan

reviews the Ethical Reasoning Model introduced in LP 701L-COM2101 during BOLC-

A and WOCS, and provides written case studies, video case studies, and virtual simulations as

material options for integration with other topics within a program of instruction. The facilitator

should become familiar with the options for integration presented in this lesson plan and look for

opportunities to integrate the concepts into other lessons within the overall course curriculum.

Proponent Lesson
Plan Approvals Name Rank Position Date

bryan.decoster Not available Approver 12 Feb 2019
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SECTION II. INTRODUCTION

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)

Time of Instruction: 1 min

Motivator
Employing the Army Ethic requires that soldiers make right decisions and take right action. We

make decisions and take actions every day, both on and off duty. Many of these decisions and

actions have an ethical component, whether implicit or explicit. Every Soldier has to be a

leader and model right decisions and actions consistent with the Army Ethic. We will review the

Ethical Reasoning Model and explore how applying it can assist you to make right decisions

and take right action.

Show Slide 1 (Terminal Learning Objective)

Terminal
Learning
Objective

NOTE.  Inform the students of the following Terminal Learning Objective requirements.

At the completion of this lesson, you [the student] will:

Action: Employ the Army Ethic in Leadership Situations
Conditions:

As a leader attending BOLC-B or WOBC, tasked to employ the Army

Ethic, using a direct-level leadership perspective in notional, tactical, and

operational environments, given references, case studies, vignettes, and

classroom discussion.
Standards:

Learners must correctly complete the task, verbally through student

participation in class discussion, case study or vignette, with 100%

adherence to ADRP-1.

Learners must employ the Army Ethic to include:

* Demonstrate ethical reasoning in decisions and actions by using the four

steps of the Army ethical reasoning model to make a right decision

(ethical, effective, and efficient) in the case study or vignette.
Learning
Domain - Level:

Cognitive - Understanding

No JPME Learning
Areas Supported: None

Safety
Requirements In a training environment, leaders must perform a risk assessment in accordance with ATP 5-

19, Risk Management. Leaders will complete the current Deliberate Risk Assessment

Worksheet in accordance with the TRADOC Safety Officer during the planning and completion

of each task and sub-task by assessing mission, enemy, terrain and weather, troops and

support available-time available and civil considerations, (METT-TC). Note: During MOPP

training, leaders must ensure personnel are monitored for potential heat injury. Local policies

and procedures must be followed during times of increased heat category in order to avoid heat

related injury. Consider the MOPP work/rest cycles and water replacement guidelines IAW FM

3-11.4, Multiservice Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

(NBC) Protection, and FM 3-11.5, Multiservice Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for
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Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Decontamination.

Risk Assessment
Level

Low -  None

Assessment:  None

Controls:  None

Leader Actions:  Supervise

Environmental
Considerations NOTE:  Instructor should conduct a risk assessment to include environmental considerations

IAW the current environmental considerations publication, and ensure students are briefed on

hazards and control measures.

Environmental protection is not just the law but the right thing to do. It is a continual process

and starts with deliberate planning. Always be alert to ways to protect our environment during

training and missions. In doing so, you will contribute to the sustainment of our training

resources while protecting people and the environment from harmful effects. Refer to the

current Environmental Considerations manual and the current GTA Environmental-related Risk

Assessment card.

 

Instructional
Lead-in We make decisions and take actions every day, both on and off duty. Many of these decisions

and actions have an ethical component, whether implicit or explicit. Every Soldier has to be a

leader in their own right to model right decisions and actions consistent with the Army Ethic.

This requires consciously employing an ethical reasoning model within our normal decision

making process.
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SECTION III. PRESENTATION

TLO - LSA 1. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 1. Demonstrate Ethical Reasoning in Decisions and Actions

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)

Time of Instruction: 8 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Show Slide 2 (Ethical Reasoning Model)

Instructor Note: This ethical reasoning model was taught to Army learners in BOLC-A

and WOCS as part of Lesson Plan 701L-COM2101, Employ the Army Ethic. It is

covered here as a refresher to help the instructor/facilitator frame a discussion about

how you would apply ethical reasoning to your daily decisions and actions during

leadership situations. This instruction is not programmed in the curriculum for a set

number of hours. Instead, it is intended for you to look for pre-planned or impromptu

teaching moments where you can integrate a discussion on ethical reasoning into

other instruction or within an After Action Review.

Instructor talking points: Often there is an ethical component or aspect to our daily

decisions and actions. It could be a fairly simple (“black-and-white”) ethical challenge

in which you know the right thing to do, but you are tempted not to do it out of self-

interest or some other pressure.

It could be a true ethical dilemma that involves an apparent conflict between moral

principles where following one would seem to result in violating another. In these more

complex (“gray") challenges, you don’t know the right thing to do; each option seems

to have moral costs and benefits with competing moral principles.

Sometimes the ethical challenge is unseen. Your moral vision is impaired; you don’t

even see the ethical aspects of the situation. In all of these situations, an ethical

reasoning process or model can help us decide the correct course of action and act on

that decision. Ethical reasoning must be integrated into your planning process prior to

action. There are several models that can be used, but we will review the Army's 4-

step Ethical Reasoning Model based on the work of the psychologist James Rest.

1) Recognize the Conflict. Rest calls this having moral sensitivity or awareness. If

you cannot see the conflict or ethical challenge, you cannot do anything about it. So

first you must recognize and report conflicts or challenges even if you are unsure what

to do. Developing the experience necessary to recognize the ethical aspects of

decisions and actions requires knowledge of moral principles, situational training, and

being aware of yourself and your environment.
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2) Evaluate the Options. Rest calls this moral judgment. It involves developing

options or courses of action by looking at the situation from various ethical theories or

lens and then evaluating which options are ethically sound.

3) Commit to a Decision. Rest calls this moral motivation or intention. Now that you

have evaluated the options, you choose a decision that is ethical, effective, and

efficient. In ADRP 1, The Army Profession, we call that a right decision. There is often

risk and uncertainty standing in the way of our ethical decisions, but being committed

means you accomplish the mission in the right way (ethical, effective, and efficient)

despite adversity, obstacles, and challenges.

Instructor Note: definitions of ethical, effective, and efficient IAW ADRP 1

Ethical = consistent with the moral principles of the Army Ethic

Effective = likely to accomplish its purpose; accepts prudent risk

Efficient = makes disciplined use of resource

4) Act. Rest calls this moral courage or action. This step involves courage,

determination, and the ability to follow through with the ethical decision even when

presented with adversity. We often call this “doing the harder right.”

Show Slide 3 (Using the “Ethical Lenses”)

In Step 2 of the Ethical Reasoning Model, Evaluate the Options, it is important to

look at the situation from a variety of theories, perspectives, or ethical lenses. In the

rare case of an ethical dilemma, where moral principles or values may appear to be in

conflict, there could be more than one right decision, or it could be such a thorny

problem that there are no good decisions, just a decision that minimizes the negative

consequences. Looking at the problem from multiple perspectives or lenses helps us

decide on the best option. We decide on a course of action not only because it can

solve the problem, but because it can do so ethically and in a way that is most

consistent with the Army Ethic. Ethical reasoning isn't a separate process used only

when you have discovered an ethical problem. It is part of making any decision.

Rules.  Is there a rule/regulation that applies to the Course of Action (COA)? Look at

law, regulations, rules of engagement, policies, etc. Know the difference between

guidance and orders.

Outcomes. Think of and compare possible outcomes for the COA. A COA benefitting

the greatest number of affected persons may be the best solution.

Virtues. Look at the COA in light of professional and personal virtues. COAs that seem

to be applicable to a conflict but cannot be reconciled with the moral principles of the

Army Ethic, Army Values and your personal core virtues are suspect for leading to

moral/ethical error.
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Show Slide 4 (Ethical Reasoning Model)

This slide shows the model with the lenses or perspectives added into the diagram.

The instructor/facilitator could use this version to show the framework for ethical

reasoning during their discussion of a leadership situation.

Instructor Note: a useful technique is to print Slide 4 on a 5” x 8” card and laminate it.

You can bring this card with you whether in the classroom or other training

environment. When you see an ethical teaching moment or learning opportunity that

develops in the classroom or other training environment, you can reference the card to

have an impromptu After Action Review (AAR) discussion of how the ethical reasoning

model was used or could have been used by the learner in the decision they made or

action they took.

Options for integration: These options are listed with a topic title to indicate to the

instructor where the ethical case study might fit within other topical instruction in the

branch curriculum.

Video Case Studies

Aviation Maintenance Operations: “Deliberate Pressure” http://cape.army.mil/case-

studies/vcs-single.php?id=13&title=deliberate-pressure Part I and II. In this video, SSG

Miner discusses competing pressures to perform helicopter maintenance correctly and

get aircraft back flying quickly. The instructor could integrate this video with other

instruction on aviation maintenance to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g.

Loyalty, Duty, Integrity, Trust, Competence, and Character).

Using this video case study as an example, here are the key points the instructor could

highlight using the ethical reasoning model.

Step 1: Recognize the Conflict. The conflict is between getting the maintenance

done quickly to support ongoing missions or safely to ensure pilots don’t lose their lives

to mechanical failure of the aircraft. Certain leaders and pilots are exerting pressure to

get the work done quickly, while duty dictates the mechanic has a responsibility to

perform the maintenance with discipline and to standard.

Step2: Evaluate the Options. In terms of looking at the situation from a rules-based

lens, the rules are to follow the standards of the technical manuals in performing

maintenance. Rules guide you toward doing the maintenance to standard.

In terms of looking at the situation from an outcomes-based lens, if you perform the

maintenance to standard, the aircraft may not be ready in time for a critical mission.

You will have potentially protected the pilots’ lives, but possibly at the expense of
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others requiring the air support. If you take shortcuts, the helicopter will be available

quicker, but there is a greater risk of mechanical failure and the pilots could potentially

crash and die. You don’t know the potential missions that will go uncovered, but you do

know the risk to your pilots. Outcomes would seem to guide you toward doing the

maintenance to standard.

In terms of looking at the situation from a virtues-based lens, you should consider

moral principles and values related to duty, trust, accountability, and courage. You

have a duty to perform the maintenance with discipline and to standard. Pilots are

trusting you’ve done the maintenance properly when they fly a helicopter. You will be

accountable for any human error in the maintenance of the helicopter. Despite the

pressure you receive from others and the stress of meeting a timeline, you must

demonstrate the courage to perform your duty in the right way. These virtues guide

you toward doing the maintenance to standard

Step 3: Commit to a Decision. Evaluating all the options considering all three lenses,

you should decide to do the maintenance to standard. There may be some instances

when you can safely defer a portion of the maintenance without putting the pilot’s life at

risk in order to get it operating quicker, but these types of decisions are normally

reserved to higher level supervisors like when you “Circle-X” a deadline deficiency. In

these circumstances, you can make recommendations that may help achieve the unit

goal without sacrificing safety.

Step 4: Act. You do the maintenance to standard. If pressured to take a shortcut, how

do you continue to uphold your ethical decision? You can refuse to compromise your

standards, and potentially get verbally reprimanded, but you will have protected the

pilots. You can refer the person exerting the pressure to your supervisor. Ultimately,

you can go to the Commander or Inspector General if none of the previous actions

work. You have to ask yourself, is it worse to take a verbal reprimand or be responsible

for a helicopter crash?

CASEVAC Operations: “A Vulnerable Unity” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=1&title=a-vulnerable-unity Part I and II. In this video, SSG Bell discusses

a leadership situation during which he had to make a decision on whether to go back

into an active kill zone to rescue wounded allied fighters. The instructor could integrate

this video with other instruction on CASEVAC operations to bring an ethical component

into the training (e.g. Loyalty, Duty, Personal Courage, and Trust).

CASEVAC Operations: “Minutes to Live” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=29&title=minutes-to-live . In this video, 1LT Markham describes a

leadership situation during which he has to make a decision on evacuating a wounded

Soldier when the planned CASEVAC route has not been cleared of IEDs potentially

risking more lives. The instructor could integrate this video with other instruction on

CASEVAC operations to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Loyalty,
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Duty, Personal Courage, and Trust).

Command Post Operations: “The War Came to Her” http://cape.army.mil/case-

studies/vcs-single.php?id=106&title=the-war-came-to-her Part I and II. In this video,

CPT Maxwell describes a leadership decision he had to make as a TOC Battle Captain

whether to expend Army resources to evacuate a wounded local national girl during a

fire fight. The instructor could integrate this video with a command post exercise or

TOC operations training to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Duty,

Honor, Character, and Stewardship).

Convoy Operations: “An Ethical Pause” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=4&title=an-ethical-pause Part I and II. In this video, SFC Thompson

discusses a leadership situation during which a resupply convoy is ambushed and she

has to decide whether to follow unit procedures to push through or stop to rescue

Turkish drivers who are part of the convoy. The instructor could integrate this video

with other instruction on convoy operations to bring an ethical component into the

training (e.g. Duty, Respect, Trust, and Character).

Detention and Medic Operations: “Life out of Reach” http://cape.army.mil/case-

studies/vcs-single.php?id=26&title=life-out-of-reach Part I and II. In this video, SFC

MacDonald describes a leadership situation as a medic where he has to decide

between following detention camp rules or his sense of duty to treat a wounded

detainee. The instructor could integrate this video with other instruction for medics or

military police to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Duty and Character).

Escalation of Force/Rules of Engagement: “Color Safe” http://cape.army.mil/case-

studies/vcs-single.php?id=10&title=color-safe . In this video, SGT Briggs discusses a

leadership situation during which he has to decide on escalating force in accordance

with the rules of engagement at a perimeter guard post. The instructor could integrate

this video with other instruction on guard post operations, ROE, or escalation of force

to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Loyalty, Duty, and Respect).

Reporting: “False Positive” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=16&title=false-positive . In this video, SFC Switalski describes a

situation where his platoon calls in a false accountability report while consolidating on

the objective. The instructor could integrate this video with other instruction on

accountability reporting to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Integrity,

Trust, and Character).

Rifle Range: “PVT Anzaroot” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=55&title=pvt-anzaroot . In this video, PVT Anzaroot discusses a

marksmanship competition during which some platoons cheat on the scoring. The

instructor could integrate this video with marksmanship instruction to bring an ethical

component into the training (e.g. Integrity, Honor, Competence, and Character).
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Rules of Engagement: “Binding Wounds” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=4&title=an-ethical-pause Part I, II, and III. In this video, 1LT Melton

discusses a leadership situation during which a member of his platoon fired upon and

wounded an unarmed local national. He had to make a decision on providing medical

care and reporting the situation or not. The instructor could integrate this video with

other instruction on rules of engagement to bring an ethical component into the training

(e.g. Loyalty, Duty, Trust, and Character).

Training and Reporting: “Enforcing Standards” http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/vcs-

single.php?id=109&title=enforcing-standards Part I and II. In this video, CPT Borne

describes a situation where his supervisor wanted him to take a mandatory training

test for him.  The instructor could integrate this video with other instruction on training

and reporting to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Integrity,

Competence, and Character).

Virtual Simulations

For Lieutenants at BOLC B: “The High Ground” http://cape.army.mil/virtual-

simulators/the-high-ground/. This virtual simulation provides numerous common

situations for Officers during which their ethical reasoning skills are assessed. The

instructor could integrate portions of the simulation into their other instruction to bring

an ethical component into the training.

For Warrant Officers at WOBC: “Highly Specialized, Highly Committed”

http://cape.army.mil/virtual-simulators/highly-specialized-highly-committed/ . This

virtual simulation provides numerous common situations for Warrant Officers during

which their ethical reasoning skills are assessed. The instructor could integrate

portions of the simulation into their other instruction to bring an ethical component into

the training.

Written Case Studies

Aviation Rules of Engagement: “To Shoot or Not to Shoot”

http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/wcs-single.php?id=64&title=to-shoot-or-not-to-shoot .

In this case study, an AH-64 pilot discusses a leadership situation during which he had

to decide on whether or not to shoot three local nationals in a boat when it was within

the ROE. The instructor could integrate this video with other instruction on rules of

engagement to bring an ethical component into the training (e.g. Duty, Respect, and

Character).

Instructor Note: This case study is also available as a whiteboard video case study,

providing an alternate medium to cover the material. The “To Shoot or Not to Shoot”

whiteboard video case study can be found at http://cape.army.mil/videos/ethical-
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connections-ethical-reasoning-scenario-soldier

Using the written case study as an example, here are the key points the instructor

could highlight using the ethical reasoning model.

Step 1: Recognize the Conflict. The conflict is related to finding the truth before you

shoot. Are the local nationals insurgents or merely innocent non-combatants?

Step2: Evaluate the Options.

In terms of looking at the situation from a rules-based lens, the rules support you

shooting the boat and local nationals. The unit requesting the air support has identified

the local nationals as insurgents and cleared fires. You can assume they’ve done due

diligence, but it doesn’t look right to you.

In terms of looking at the situation from an outcomes-based lens, if you shoot the boat

and local nationals you will have supported the requesting unit and potentially

prevented further insurgent activity if they are insurgents. If you refuse to shoot the

boat, they will get away, may conduct further insurgent activity, and you have lost the

trust of the supported unit. If you land and check out the boat, it may be a trap and you

may get engaged losing a $35 million aircraft and possibly the lives of you and your air

crew. If they aren’t insurgents, you may have created some new insurgents when their

family discovers they were killed by U.S. forces. Outcomes would seem to guide you

toward shooting.

In terms of looking at the situation from a virtues-based lens, you should consider

moral principles and values related to duty, truth, respect, and accountability. You have

a duty to perform your mission with discipline and to standard. Part of this duty is

searching out the truth. You recognize the dignity and worth of all people and treat

them with respect; if they are non-combatants, shooting would be unjust. You will be

accountable for your decision; saying you were merely obeying orders is passing the

buck to the requesting unit. You see something is wrong in the reaction of the local

nationals and suspect they are not insurgents. These virtues guide you toward landing

and checking out the boat first.

Step 3: Commit to a Decision. Evaluating all the options considering all three lenses,

the pilot decides to land and check out the boat. He happens to be right in this case.

Would you have made a different decision? Why?

Step 4: Act. In this case, the pilot did not receive a lot of pressure when he made his

decision. But what if he did? What if the requesting unit was on the radio telling them to

shoot anyway? What if a higher command was on the radio telling the pilot to not risk

the aircraft? What would you do then?
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Property Accountability: “Choosing the Hard Right over the Easy Wrong”

http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/wcs-single.php?id=10&title=choosing-the-hard-right-

over-the-easy-wrong . In this case study, a company commander conducting change

of command inventories is being pressured by the outgoing commander to not report

missing equipment. The instructor could integrate this case study with instruction on

property accountability and inventories to bring an ethical component into the training

(e.g. Duty, Integrity, and Loyalty).

Property Accountability and Supply Operations: “Missed the Mark”

http://cape.army.mil/case-studies/wcs-single.php?id=44&title=missed-the-mark . In this

case study, a troop commander discusses how he handled a property book shortage in

his troop through requisitions in the supply system. The instructor could integrate this

case study with instruction on property accountability and supply operations to bring an

ethical component into the training (e.g. Duty, Integrity, Loyalty, Competence, and

Stewardship).

Writing Assignments

If your course has a writing assignment to evaluate written communications skills,

there are several topics related to the Army Ethic on which the student could write.

Some example topics include: 

- Why is the Army Ethic important to the Army Profession?

- Why is the Army Ethic important to you as a trusted Army Professional?

- Which of the professional certification criteria (character, competence, commitment)

are most important to mutual trust?

- Provide a short scenario and have the student write about how they would use the

Ethical Reasoning Model to come to a decision.

Check on Learning:
Ask: What are the steps of the Ethical Reasoning Model?

Seek: Recognize the conflict, evaluate the options, commit

to a decision, and act.

Ask: What are the three ethical lenses to consider when

evaluating ethical options?

Seek: Rules, outcomes, and virtues.

Review Summary:
Army leaders must make decisions that are right - meaning

ethical, effective and effcient. Understanding and applying

the Ethical Reasoning Model will provide you with the best

opportunity to make right decisions and take right actions

when faced with ethical challenges.
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SECTION IV. SUMMARY

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)
Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction
Instr Type(I:S Ratio): None
Time of Instruction: 1 min

Check on
Learning Show Slide 5 (Reflection)

Ask: What is the main take away from what you learned?

Why do you think that it is important to understand the material?

How will this information benefit you in the future?

Seek: A candid reflection from the learners on how they believe the information in this lesson

will be useful to them in their future duties.

Review/
Summary We share an identity as trusted Army professionals. As such, we are guided by the Army Ethic

to do our duty and accomplish our mission in the right way despite risk, uncertainty, and

adversity. By utilizing the Ethical Reasoning Model, trusted Army professionals can make right

decisions and take right action.
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SECTION V. STUDENT EVALUATION

Testing
Requirements See "Employ The Army Ethic in Leadership Positions - Assessment Plan" on page B-2.

Feedback
Requirements NOTE: Feedback is essential to effective learning. Provide feedback to the learner on their

ethical reasoning when making decisions and actions throughout the course. Provide remedial

training as needed.

Instructors should conduct an AAR immediately after delivering the lesson.
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Appendix B - Assessment Statement and Assessment Plan
 
 

 

 

Assessment Statement: The instructor will assess the learner’s comprehension of the TLO in accordance with
the performance measures subjectively through the learner’s class participation. The key concepts covered in
this lesson can be further assessed in writing by including test questions on any end of block exam.

Assessment Plan: See Next  Page.
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Assessment Plan 

The instructor will evaluate the learner’s comprehension of the TLO in accordance with the 

performance measures subjectively through the learner’s class participation.  
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